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MAD-X expressions in Python
MAD-X expressions are used to set dependencies between the variables and element 
parameters in sequence and optics files such as:
● circuit definitions
● layout constraints
● clever knobs to perform complicate operations

Not everything can be done in MAD-X, therefore t is useful then to extract this logic in 
other context, such as Python.

Problems:
1)How to implement data dependencies in Python
2)How to transfer the information from MAD-X to Python

There are several options with different objectives and constraints...



  

Data dependencies in Python
Many software deals with data dependencies using a variety of solutions and constraints.

To name a few Python packages:

● Tensorflow, pytorch, jax in the context of machine learning

● Dask, Luigi, joblib in the context of job managements

● TraitsUI in the context of user interfaces

● Many many other packages and contexts….

The goals in a context of flexible Python environment:

1) Implement data dependencies for any data structure, without needing to alter the data structure or source 
code: able to use it with any external code as well as internals

2) Sufficiently generic to model MAD-X style dependencies and LSA-style dependencies

3) Not slow down simulation codes



  

Simple option but...

Can work in simple cases but:
1) issues with names containing dots1

2) values are recomputed all the time
3)  all values needs to go into special 

containers 
Then
1) can be solved
2) impact on performance may be mitigated
3) cannot be avoided and requires any existing 
code to be rewritten

!MAD-X code
c:=0.1*a+0.3*b;
d:=0.2*a+0.4*b;

1 name mangling is possible but cumbersome, rather using special parser...



  

Data dependencies as functions

!MAD-X code
c:=0.1*a+0.3*b;
d:=0.2*a+0.4*b;

#MAD-X like behaviour
def seta(m,a):
    m.a=a
    m.c=0.1*m.a+0.3*m.b
    m.d=0.2*m.a+0.4*m.b

def setb(m,b):
    m.b=b
    m.c=0.1*m.a+0.3*m.b
    m.d=0.2*m.a+0.4*m.b

Assuming values are stored in containers, a dependency can be viewed as task 
defined by functions using some input and modifying some output:



  

Data dependencies as functions

!MAD-X code
c:=0.1*a+0.3*b;
d:=0.2*a+0.4*b;
e:=c+d;

#MAD-X like behaviour
def seta(m,a):
    m.a=a
    m.c=0.1*m.a+0.3*m.b
    m.d=0.2*m.a+0.4*m.b
    m.e=m.c+m.d

def setb(m,b):
    m.b=b
    m.c=0.1*m.a+0.3*m.b
    m.d=0.2*m.a+0.4*m.b
    m.e=m.c+m.d

As dependencies becomes deeper this approach shows some complexity

def setc(m,c):
    m.c=c
    m.e=m.c+m.d
    #mod seta and setb

def setd(m,d):
    m.d=d
    m.e=m.c+m.d
    #mod seta and setb



  

Data dependencies as functions

!MAD-X code
c:=0.1*a+0.3*b;
d:=0.2*a+0.4*b;

#LSA like behaviour
def seta(m,a):
    m.c+=0.1*(a-m.a)
    m.d+=0.2*(a-m.a)
    m.a=a

def setb(m,b):
    m.c+=0.3*(b-m.b)
    m.d+=0.4*(b-m.b)
    m.b=b

#MAD-X like behaviour
def seta(m,a):
    m.a=a
    m.c=0.1*m.a+0.3*m.b
    m.d=0.2*m.a+0.4*m.b

def setb(m,b):
    m.b=b
    m.c=0.1*m.a+0.3*m.b
    m.d=0.2*m.a+0.4*m.b

Assuming values are stored in containers, a dependency can be viewed 
as task defined by functions using some input and modifying some 
output:



  

Data dependencies as tasks (1)
Target and dependencies are represented by references such as:

– AttrRef(m,”a”) equiv to m.a

– ItemRef(m,2) equiv to m[2]

– Other types of refs are also possible such as file or row in database

A task has the methods:

● get_targets(), get_dependencies() returning set of references

● run() returning None (or e.g. a job handler for asynchronous jobs

A manager:

● contains a list of tasks

● when a set of targets is modified it runs the tasks needed to respect dependencies



  

Data dependencies as tasks (2)
In addition, with some operator overloading, references can also

– be factories that can generate references or expressions of references:
● mref=manager.ref(m);

● mref.a  equiv to AttrRef(m,”a”,manager)

● mref[“a”] equiv to ItemRef(m,”a”,manager);

– be used to trigger the manager on set  ref.c=3

– define tasks from expression:
● mref.c=0.1*mref.a+0.2*mref.a or

● mref._expr(“c=0.1*a+0.2*b”) or 

● mref._madexpr(“c:=0.1*a.b1+0.2*a.b2;”) for names with dots

A manager:

● could write setter functions to update quantities repeatedly without recomputing the correct ordering 
(if dependencies graph does not depend on values...)



  

Parsing MAD-X expression
Only MAD-X can parse MAD-X scripts: full 
language is ill defined, bugs and special 
cases…

...but cpymad can already gives parsed 
data structures! Only expressions needs 
to be parsed (unless re-build the MAD-X 
rpn evaluator…)

A grammar and parser generator (such as 
lark) are the most straightforward tool.

Here there is a solution to illustrate the 
idea.

Values, expression and elements from a 
full MAD-X script can be taken by 
inspecting Madx object in cpymad



  

Parsing MAD-X data
The LHC MAD-X environments contains:
● 2115 variables
● 13527 elements
● 62224 expressions!!!

Most of the expressions are some default 
expressions built by MAD-X for each element, 
not sure why...
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xdeps
The code is in github.com/xsuites/xdeps, still at a prototype...

Loose points: testing, extend to dynamic topologies, loops, code generation, speed-ups, 
syntax cleanup



  

Other example, ideas

Alternative ref that return always Item ref and 
give a default values if missing

0.2

0.8
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